TS2

detasseler

Oxbo TS2

Cutter & Quad Puller System
Highly Effective Detasseling
The Oxbo TS2 detassler offers you the most effective detassling with our accurate
Detector™ controller technology. This unique system utilizes two pairs of the
sender/receiver system per lifting arm to rapidly adjust to changes in plant height
without need for constant cleaning. Individual row units are hydraulically powered up
and down and travel in a directly vertical path.

Detector™ system: Linear action row
units quickly respond to height

Get more use from your high clearance sprayer. The Oxbo TS2 attaches to all Miller
Nitro Sprayers. The toolbar is designed with durability in mind for the most reliable
and accurate detasseling performance.

Quick change Cutters and Pullers: The Oxbo Quicklock system allows you to
quickly change from cutters to pullers with no tools required. Simply disconnect the
hydraulic hoses, pull the connecting pin (2 for pullers), rotate and lift unit off.

Easily Configured to your field: Toolbar can
be adjusted to various configurations based on
individual field planting patterns.

AutoFold™ at touch of a button: Hydraulic
auto-fold makes the TS2 rapidly available for
road travel all from within the cab. The rear folding design allows for improved
weight distribution, increased manueverability and faster road travel.

Fast acting cutters: Leaves a flat and
clean surface across rows

CAN bus solid state technology: User friendly controls rapidly respond to your
subtle changes.

Quick attach toolbar: Hook and go toolbar allows you to attach and switch from
spray to detasseling mode in a matter of minutes.

Rugged design: Detector™ system responds smooth and rapidly in wet, dusty or
any other tough environments.

Pullers second to none: Effectiveness
leading the industry

Configurations available for Pre-4000, 4000 & 5000 Series Nitros
20”/30” adjustable

Adjusts between 12/14 and 18/20

18 over 20 with 20” row spacing
12 over 14 with 30” row spacing
12 over 16 with 30” row spacing
12 over 14/16 with 30” row spacing

Adjusts between 12/14 and 12/16

12 over 12/14 with 30” row spacing

Adjusts between 12/12 and 12/14

Configurations available for 4000 & 5000 Series Nitros

Rapid fold: Easy transition from field to
road all within cab

12 over 16 with 30” row spacing, 2x1pattern
12 over 14 with 60 cm row spacing

Auto-width adjust

12 over 14 with 63 cm row spacing

Auto-width adjust

12 over 14 with 70 cm row spacing, 6x2 pattern
12 over 14 with 70 cm row spacing
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